
Attaching RCA Compression Connectors

Using a razor, knife, or other stripping tool, strip the cable to expose a little more than 10mm of center conductor.
Remove the center conductor insulation so no more than 3mm remains, and cut the center conductor to an 8mm
length as shown. Remove the foil covering the center conductor up to the point where it enters the outer insulation
and remaining shield.

Trim the braid flush with the outer conductor (if it hasn’t already been trimmed when the insulation was removed)
and use a flaring tool  (made from an old fitting) to flare the braid away from the center conductor insulation and
push the foil away from where the new fitting ferule will slide in (remove any loose foil that results). Epoxy the
center pin to the center conductor by applying a small amount of conductive epoxy to the center conductor and then
slide the center pin over it with a twisting motion to distribute the epoxy. Use the epoxy sparingly. Very little, if
any, should show at the back end of the tip when done. A small drop of conductive epoxy applied to the tip of the
center pin before insertion will also establish a good connection when it is inserted into the connector, but take care
not to apply too much! Too much will result in a short between the center pin and the connector shell. When
inserting the cable into the connector, take care that the center pin finds its hole in the larger center conductor pin
before pushing the cable into the connector. The cable should slide smoothly into place and bottom out once the
center pin locates.
 
It is helpful to pop out the compression sleeve and its metal ring and slide it up the cable prior to installing the
connector, and then slide these into place once the conductor seats. Hold the body of the connector (not the
conductor) while pushing the compression sleeve into place, and then use the appropriate compression tool to finish
the job.

1) Cut cable as in picture - observe dimensions carefully - trim the braid flush.
2) Remove foil as far back as possible.
3) Flare braided conductor away from center insulation with flaring tool.
4) Attach center pin to center conductor with conductive epoxy - let set (approx. 20 min.).
5) Slide the plastic compression sleeve and its metal ring  over cable and position upwards from end.
6) Apply a very, very minute amount of conductive epoxy to tip of center pin and push main connector onto

cable. Too much conductive epoxy will result in a short condition. Try not to let the tip of the small center
pin touch anything prior to entering its bore in the larger center pin.

7) Slide the compression sleeve down the cable and into position, and use tool to compress fitting.
8) Allow time for last conductive epoxy application (center pin) to set before using.


